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1. Let L be a field, which is a finitely surface. Note that Ai/h and Ai/gh are (bira-
generated extension of a ground field k, and tionally equivalent to)a ruled surface with irre-

assume that tr.deg.kL n. We denote by gularity 1 and a K3 surface respectively (cf. [6]).
dr(L) the degree of irrationality of L over k, Let Ks and--- denote the canonical divisor

which is defined to be the number (cf. [2], [5]): of S and the linear equivalence of divisors re-

{ m= [L’k(xl,...,xn)],wherexl,...,} spectively. Thenwehavethefollowing
min m xn are algebraically independent ele- Lemma 2. Suppose that there is an auto-

ments of L. morphism q of S with an order d(=/: 1) such that S
We call the field k(xl,..., x,), which de- /q is rational. Then d--2,3,4 or 6, and moreover

fines the value dr(L), a maximal rational subfield the following facts hold true:
of L and write m.r.subf, for short. For an algeb-
raic variety V defined over k, we define the de-
gree of irrationality of V to be dr(k(V)), where
k(V) is the rational function field of V. Clearly it
is a birational invariant of algebraic varieties. In

(1) If d 2 or 4, then 2Ks O.
(2) If d 3, then 3Ks O.
(3) If d 6, then 2Ks 0 or 3Ks O.
Using this lemma, we obtain the following

Theorem 3. dr(S) 2 if and only if 2Ks
other words it is the minimal degree of a domi- O, i.e., S is isomorphic to one of the surfaces in

nant rational map from V to the projective Example 1.
n-space. Hence, when n 1, it coincides with Before considering other surfaces, we pre-
the gonality of a curve. In case k is not algeb- sent some more examples.
raically closed, for example k- Q, we feel a Example 4. Let A, (i- 1,2)be the abelian
great interest in the value dr. Because, dr seems surface dfined by the following period matrix:

to have some relations with the least number
’1 (1 0 w 0) or

[k’" k] such that the variety V has many rational 0 1 0 co
points over k’ (see, e.g. [1]). But it is very diffi- . [ 1 0 (co- 1)/3 0
cult to find this value. We assume that k- C \0 1 (co-1)/3 w]’
hereafter. In this note we announce the results where o exp(2:r---/3). Let gi be the auto-

for dr(S) of hyperelliptic surfaces S. Details will morphism of A defined by
appear elsewhere, glz (z 4- (co 4- 2)/3, coz2) and

2. Let S denote a hyperelliptic surface. Of gz (z 4- 1/3, cozy,),
course we have that dr(S) -> 2. First we give ex- where z (z, ze). Then g, id on A and S
amples. Ai/g is a hyperelliptic surface. Moreover letting

Example 1. Let Ai (i 1,2) be the abelian hz wz and hz (cozl, coz + 2/3),
surface defined by the following period matrix: we see that h defines an automorphism of Si and

(1 0 cr 0) (1 0 cr 0) Si/h becomes arational surface. Note thatA/h,
9- 0 1 0 fl

or f2- 0 1 1/2 fl A/gh andA/gh are (birationally equivalent to)
where cr :J: 0 and fl :J: 0. Let g be the auto- a rational surface, a K3 surface and a ruled sur-

morphism ofA defined by face with irregularity 1 respectively, where we
g(z, z) (Zl 4- 1/2, z). put A Ai, g gi and h h

Then g --id on A and Si A/g is a These examples are unique in the following

hyperelliptic surface. Moreover letting h(z, ze) sense.

(--zl, z.), we see that h defines an auto- Theorem 5. For hyperelliptic surfaces S the
morphism of S and Si/h becomes a rational following conditions (i)and (ii)are equivalent"
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(i) dr(S) 3 and k(S) is a Galois extension

of some rn.r.subf.
(ii) S is isomorphic to one of the surfaces in

Example 4.
Remark 6. (1) The inequality dr(S) _> 3 in

[5, Theorem 3] for a hyperelliptic surface is an
error, which is resulted from dropping the con-
sideration of one possible case in the proof p.
636.

(2) The abelian surfaces A in Example 4 are
isomorphic to E Eo, where E is the elliptic
curve C/(1, co). This abelian surface is the uni-
que one satisfying that dr(A) 3 and k(A) is a
Galois extension of some m.r.subf (cf. [4]).

Now we consider the remaining surfaces. Let
BslDI denote the set of the base points of the
complete linear system DI. In order to deter-
mine dr, we use the following

Lemma 7. Suppose that there is a smooth
curve C of genus g on S satisfying one of the follow-
ing conditions (i) or (ii). Then dr(S) <_ g.

(i) g 3, or

(ii) g_> 4 and Bs[C[ 0.
Following the table in Suwa [3, Theorem], we

classify hyperelliptic surfaces into 7 classes as
follows: Let n be the least number satisfying nKs

0. Then n 2,3,4 or 6. Corresponding to
these numbers, we say that S is of type I,-II,
and -IV respectively. Moreover we divide S into
a class (i) and -(ii), if the period matrix of A
(which is an unramified covering of S of degree
n) is represented as a product type or not respec-
tively. Note that if S is of type IV, then it neces-
sarily belongs to the class (i).

Now, we have two fibrations f:S -- E and

f2" S-- P, where f [reap. f] defines a structure
of elliptic fiber bundle over an elliptic curve E
[resp. elliptic surface over a rational curve
P1](cf. [3]). Let Fi be a general fiber of f, and
put r (F, F), which is the intersection num-
ber of F and F. Corresponding to types I, II,
and IV, we have that r= 2,3,4 and 6 in the

class (i), and r 4,9 and 8 in the class (ii) re-

spectively.
Letting rnF be a multiple fiber of f. in each

type, where m is the largest integer in the multi-
ple fibers of f, we put ro (F1, F2’). Then we in-
fer easily that ro 1 in the class (i). On the
other hand in the class (ii) we have that r0 3
and 2, corresponding to type II and III respec-
tively.

Using the divisor D F + F or F + 2F’
and considering a general member of the com-
plete linear system D I, and combining the re-
sults above, we can conclude the following

Theorem 8. The degree of irrationality of S is

given in the following table"

(i) (ii)
2 2

II 3 3 or 4
III 3 3
IV 3

Note 9. We do not know whether the value
4 is taken in case S belongs to type II and class

(ii).
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